Pathologists rely on clinical information, tissue morphology, and sophisticated molecular diagnostics to accurately 2 infer the metastatic origin of secondary liver cancer. In this paper, we introduce a deep learning approach to identify 3 spatially localized regions of cancerous tumor within hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue sections of liver cancer and 4 to generate predictions of the cancer's metastatic origin. Our approach achieves an accuracy of 90.2% when classifying 5 metastatic origin of whole slide images into three distinct classes, which compares favorably to an established clinical 6 benchmark by three board-certified pathologists whose accuracies ranged from 90.2% to 94.1% on the same prediction 7 task. This approach illustrates the potential impact of deep learning systems to leverage morphological and structural 8 features of H&E stained tissue sections to guide pathological and clinical determination of the metastatic origin of 9 secondary liver cancers.
as these tiles are not expected to have predictive value in estimating the metastatic origin of can-42 cerous tissue. A second stage model is then trained to predict a single label of metastatic origin 43 for each tile in the dataset and aggregate tile predictions within independent WSIs to generate a 44 single whole-slide prediction of metastatic origin. A diagram illustrating the basic workflow of our 45 approach is shown in Fig. 1 . 46 Our approach first leverages pathologist annotation of tumor region to train a binary classifier designed to predict whether a given tile of H&E image is either tumor or non-tumor tissue. A sec-48 ond stage classification model is then trained on the tumor portions of images to correctly predict 49 their metastatic origin with respect to clinically-determined labels. In all cases, model output is 50 reassembled into probabilistic heatmaps over the WSI, enabling a rapid assessment of spatial char-51 acteristics driving predictive reasoning. Both first and second stage models utilize the Inception v4 52 deep learning architecture, 16 which is optimized to capture morphological and architectural fea-53 tures on varying scales with high efficiency and has been shown to achieve human-level prediction 54 capability on the ImageNet dataset. Models were developed in Keras with Tensorflow backend 17 55 and trained undergoing cyclic learning rates 18 using the Adam optimizer 19 on NVIDIA V100 GPUs 56 made available through the Exacloud HPC resource at Oregon Health & Science University.
57
Raw H&E images were acquired from the OHSU Knight BioLibrary, uploaded to a secure in-58 stance of an OMERO server, 20 programmatically accessed through the OpenSlide python API, 21 59 normalized with established methods to overcome known inconsistencies in the H&E staining 60 process, 22 and tiled into non-overlapping patches of 299 × 299 pixels necessary to accommo-61 date the Inception v4 architecture. Tiles whose mean three-channel, 8-bit intensities were greater 62 than 240 were filtered out as white non-informative background. Pathological annotations of 63 tumor regions within 28 whole slide H&E images from each of the fourteen metastatic sub-types were collected using PathViewer (https://glencoesoftware.com/products/ pathviewer/), an interactive utility for the collection and storage of pathological annotation. 66 Tumor region annotations defined the target label for each tile in the WSI dataset as either belong-67 ing to tumor or non-tumor tissue. We randomly assigned 30% of whole slide images to a held-out 68 test set used for model validation. The code used to generate the results and figures is available in 69 a dedicated Github repository. The first-stage model is a tumor tile binary classifier that generates a prediction between 0 and 73 1 for each tile in the dataset in which a 1 corresponded to perfect confidence that a tile was of 74 tumor tissue and in which a 0 corresponded to perfect confidence that the tile was of normal or 
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Clinical Benchmark Comparison Study
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A study was developed to benchmark our approach to clinical practitioners. This study recruited VAEs learn optimal encodings that conform to expected distributions across the dataset and enable 145 a probabilistic interpretation of the embedded feature space. Although these results illustrate feasibility of our approach, several significant limitations re-169 main. Principally, this analysis was data-limited to only three most-prevalent sources of metastatic 170 origin when in practice metastases can and do originate from a broad variety of biological sources. support of the OHSU Advanced Computing Center.
